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Marilyn Pitts, Jack Sweet, Scott Marshutz.

IN THE BEGINNING, THERE WAS COLD WATER AND
PEOPLE DIDN'T BATHE MUCH. THEY MASKED BODY
ODOR WITH PERFUMES AND OILS OR JUST WENT
AROUND SMELLY. EVEN AS RECENTLY AS THE TURN OF
THE CENTURY, RUNNING HOT WATER WAS A LUXURY.
IT WAS AVAILABLE ONLY TO THOSE WHO WERE WELL
OFF. IN THE UNITED STATES TODAY, A PERSONAL
SUPPLY OF HOT WATER IS THOUGHT OF AS A
NECESSITY, RIGHT UP THERE WITH FOOD AND
SHELTER. (JUST TRY GOING WITHOUT IT.)

Over time, people have heated water in many ways. A brief
look at some of these methods offers an interesting
perspective and demonstrates how some of these older and
now unused techniques could have applications today.
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STORAGE TANKS

When wood and coal were the prevalent fuels, water was
usually heated in a pot over the fire or in a kettle over the
cooking stove. Some stoves had a reservoir lined with tin,
copper or porcelain. This would be filled with water for
heating. Heating enough water for a bath was a time-
consuming ordeal. Much of Saturday was spent getting
cleaned up for church on Sunday.

Later, when running water came indoors, a chamber or pipe
loop called a water-back (or a water-front) was installed in the
fire box of the stove. Heated water would move by convection
through this chamber to a storage tank. (For reasons that can
only be guessed at, these tanks were called range boilers, even
though it was the stove that did the heating.) Some of these
old systems are still operating out there today. The oldest
water-back/range boiler we've seen still hooked up and in use
dates back to the early 1920s.

A variation of the stove/storage tank idea was the "scuttle-a-
day" heater, which used coal. This was a small cast-iron
device. Short and squat, with a rounded top, it looks more like
Star Wars' R2-D2 than a water heater. Hooked up to a storage
tank in the same way as the water-back, it used one scuttle
(bucket) of coal per day to keep the water hot--at least
relatively hot. Using the scuttle-a-day eliminated the need to
fire up the kitchen stove when hot water was needed. It saved
fuel and avoided turning the house into a sauna during hot
weather. This heater had damper controls to adjust the rate of
burning, but fully automatic water heating was yet to come.

Another interesting type of heater was the side-arm. It usually
had a gas burner placed underneath a copper coil. These were
"holstered" in a cast-iron shell. Water would be heated in the
coil, and then convection would drive the heated water to a
storage tank, just as it did in the water-back and scuffle-a-day
coal burner.

Originally, side-arm heaters simply had a gas valve that was
operated by hand. The gas was lit with a match when you
wanted a bath. Forgetting to shut it off when done with the
bath "triggered" a potentially explosive situation. Later,
automatic controls and safeties were developed that made the
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side-arm heaters easier to live with. One advantage of the
side-arm heater was that if its storage tank rusted out, you
could simply replace that one component. You'd transfer the
burner and other pieces to your new tank, keeping costs down.
Planned obsolescence had not yet become a way of life.

It's interesting to note that one of the most efficient water
heaters available today, the Marathon, is an updated side-arm
heater. One of the main reasons it is so efficient is that the
burner is separated from the storage tank. Because there is no
flue running up through the stored hot water, standby heat
loss from the tank is greatly reduced.

INSTANT HOT WATER

Until the 1890s, all forms of water heating both heated and
stored the water. But gases provided another option.
Kerosene, gasoline and a variety of gases have been used to
heat water. Some gases, such as acetylene and producers gas,
could even be made on site. With the advent of high-energy
liquid and gaseous fuels, instantaneous heating became
possible. These fuels were much easier to regulate
automatically than wood or coal.

The bath heater was one of the first instantaneous types. We
find one variety particularly interesting. Once a pilot was lit,
turning on the water would also turn on the gas burner. Water
flowed up through a pipe to a sprinkler inside the top of the
unit. As water sprayed out through the combustion gases, it
collected heat (and combustion byproducts). From there the
water cascaded over metal that was being heated by a flame,
collecting more heat. The water then traveled around to a
spigot and into the tub.

Ad copy in Sweet's Catalog (1906) boasted that this method
utilized "92 heat units out of a possible 100, a feat never
before accomplished in heater construction." This heater was
extremely efficient, though it did result in slightly tainted bath
water. (Perhaps the somewhat acidic water cleaned better.)
Today, the most efficient furnaces and boilers also condense
flue gases.

NEW CENTURY
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At present, four or five manufacturers produce most of the
water heaters in the United States. In the early part of the
20th Century, there were more than 150 manufacturers. Many
types of heaters were competing for business. The two major
camps were automatic instantaneous and automatic storage
heaters. You already know which prevailed.

It may have to do with how people bathe. For many reasons,
precise temperature control has always been difficult with
instantaneous heaters. That didn't matter when filling a tub,
which is what most people used to do. As toes tested the
water, hot or cold was added until the bather was satisfied.
When the "rain bath" or shower became more common, if the
water temperature fluctuated, it was noticed--and not much
appreciated. Tank-type heaters seemed to gain in popularity
around this time.

Galvanized steel tanks were common, but longer-lasting
copper, bronze and monel (similar to stainless steel) were also
available. Performance was improved dramatically when
insulation was added to the tank. (Surprise! What seems
obvious to us now was innovation then.) Like the side-arm
heater, some of the early tank-type heaters were designed so
you could replace lust the tank and reuse the rest of the
components, even the insulation.

Because tankless heaters could produce hot water as soon as
the pilot was lit, we imagine tank-type heater makers felt at a
competitive disadvantage. They came up with some innovative
ways of getting hot water from a tank within a few minutes
after heating had begun.

One method placed a coil of pipe in the combustion chamber.
Water was fed into the coil from the bottom of the heater. A
tube ran from the coil up the flue and connected to the hot
outlet pipe. Water was heated in the coil almost immediately;
it could either be used right then or go to storage.

Another method wrapped a jacket about an inch away from
and completely around the flue, surrounding it inside the
tank. This jacket was open both top and bottom, creating a
rising current of heated water. Like the previous method, hot
water--although limited in quantity--was almost instantly
available for use.
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These tank heaters still took just as long as ever to heat their
entire contents, but they could provide small amounts of hot
water quickly for chores. That meant the heater could be
turned on briefly and then kept off most of the time, greatly
cutting standby heat losses.

EARLY SOLAR

Solar water heating started catching on around the turn of the
century. Originally there were batch heaters, now called
internal collector and storage (ICS) units. These heaters had
one or more tanks placed behind glass, in an enclosed box.
They are very simple, with no moving parts and little risk of
freeze damage. Their main drawback is substantial overnight
heat loss.

Thermosyphon systems were an improvement. This method
placed the tank above the collector and used convection to
move heated water into the tank (just like the side-arm
heater). One manufacturer was Day and Night, so called
because their heaters provided hot water both clay and night.
Their insulated tanks kept stored water hot after the sun went
down, and that was a solar first.

The company suffered when unusually cold weather caused
freeze damage to many of their collectors. Their remedy was
to install a heat exchanger between the tank and collector and
fill the collector with alcohol and water. (We personally feel
that was one of the most elegantly simple and efficient solar
systems ever devised.)

A second problem occurred as solar tanks aged and began to
leak. A major cause of leaks then, as now, was using different
metals together in water. When metals are mixed in this way,
one of them always corrodes to protect the other. One metal
turns bodyguard to the more "noble" metal, and it sacrifices
itself. Thus, steel rusts away to protect copper. When these
metals were used together, plumbing corroded and holes
developed. Water leaked out and caused havoc. Today,
plastic-lined steel nipples and dielectric unions can be used
effectively to separate the metals and prevent this problem.

These solar tanks were usually installed in attics, up under the
peak (so thermosyphoning with the roof-mounted solar
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panels could work). When tanks leaked, it was always a major
headache. Even if they had not been packed in boxes with cork
bits all around, access to attic tanks was difficult.
Replacement would have been a nightmare, and it was
probably seldom attempted. Instead, when the tanks or their
plumbing failed, houses flooded, and solar developed a black
eye. (If only solar system owners had been informed about
galvanic corrosion and the use of sacrificial anodes to protect
their tanks. …
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